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Our Spring 2022 Hotlist CHILDREN´S BOOKS
Story Book, 4+: META MOTH CAN FLUTTER BY. I AM WHAT I AM written by Lissa
Lehmenkühler, illustrated by Stephanie Männer (ISBN 71684, 128 pages)
• A heroine as small as a butterfly, and a message as big as it gets: the way you
are is just right for you!
• A read-aloud book about self-confidence, tolerance and diversity.
• Lissa Lehmenkühler’s Christmas book THE SNOWBY sold a total of 8,000 copies.
Meta Moth can’t wait to slide out of her cocoon. When the time comes at last, she
flies to Butterfly Rock so that, like all butterflies, she can admire her own bright
colours reflected in the lake. But what’s this? From top to bottom, Meta is nothing
but grey! There’s no way she can show herself like this to her best friend Ling-Ling.
In search of colour for her wings, Meta flies to India, and on the way she meets all
kinds of animals in all shapes and colours.
Picture Book, 3+: THE CHAOS HAMSTERS AND CAPTAIN TIDYTERROR by AnnKatrin Heger, illustrated by Julia Bierkandt (ISBN 71654, 32 pages)
• The Chaos Hamsters learn to tidy up.
• A picture book to train the laughter muscles.
• The author’s board books sold a total of 30,000 copies.
The Hodgepodge is a gloriously cosy and chaotic pirate ship. The Chaos family of
hamsters live here in the midst of a complete and utter mess. There are heaps of
blankets, stacks of toys, piles of washing, mountains of dishes all over the place.
Absolutely wonderful! But then Grandpa’s treasure map goes missing. They can’t
find it anywhere! So how are they to locate the great treasure that Grandpa left
for them? There’s only one thing to do: send for Captain Tidyterror!
Fantasy, 8+: WHISPERING WATER. IT’S OUR SECRET by Irmgard Kramer,
illustrated by Florentine Prechtel (ISBN 60615, 248 pages)
• Alone, each of us is extraordinary – but together we are unstoppable!
• Popular author Irmgard Kramer offers a special lesson in diversity and courage.
• Colourful adventure for the whole family to read to themselves or to read aloud.
Lani knows what it’s like not to belong anywhere, because with her acute sense of
justice, she keeps offending everybody. Whispering Water is her last hope. On this
colourful island, outsiders find a place where at last they are allowed to be who
they really are. But all of this comes at a price: no secret must ever leave the island
– otherwise, this idyll will end. When Lani arrives, mysterious things begin to
happen: The school’s secret is in danger! Might this somehow be connected to Lani
– and will she be allowed to stay on Whispering Water?
Diary, 10+: WACKY WORLD OF WONDERS.WHAT IS NOT CAN STILL BE A PAIN! by
Emma Flint, illustr. by Eva Schöffmann-Davidov (ISBN 60654, 240 pages)
• Emma Flint: specialist in children’s books with a confident feel-good factor.
• Perfect mixture of teenage chaos, fun and deep emotion.
• Emma Flint’s books sold a total of 97,283 copies.

Cover not final

Marla’s family is superb – at causing chaos! Wherever the Kampmanns go, it gets
embarrassing, especially for Marla. Her mother does a step dance in the ice cream
parlour, her father dresses up like an English lord, her little sister thinks her soft
toys are secret agents, and her big sister forces her way into Marla’s beloved
science club with her tik-tok clips. Not even Marla’s best friend can be relied on,
because all of a sudden Henrike wants to form a rock band! Marla hatches a plan:
she must teach her family to be less of an embarrassment. But how can you get
your parents to act sensibly?
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ARENA’s BESTSELLING CHARACTERS Update

OWL MAGIC (15). The
Enchanted Lake
Written by Ina Brandt
Illustrated by Irene Mohr
• 15th vol., February 2022
• 764,285 c. sold of the
series!
• Goldwing’s big adventure:
the little owl is given her
most important job so far!
• Age 8+
• Rights of the series sold to
CZ, PL, RU, German
audiobook rights sold

MY LIFE AS LOTTA
Written by Alice Pantermüller
Illustrated by Daniela Kohl
• Everything Bingo with
Flamingo – now with a
new cover, February 2022
• 4.8 million c. sold of the
series!
• Diary series
• Age 8+
Rights sold to AL, BE/NL, BG,
CZ, DK, EE, English (world), ES
(Cast., Cat.), FI, FR, GE, GR,
HU, IL, IR, IS, IT, KZ, LT, LV,
MK, NO, PL, PRC, PT, RO,
ROK, RS, RU, SK, TR, UA, VN,
ZA, German audio
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Children’s Books NEW SERIES Spring 2022
Adventure, 8+: MYSTERY HUNTER (1). CREEPING DANGER by Max Held,
illustrated by Philipp Ach (ISBN 60633, 144 pages)
• Strong start to a series that requires even stronger nerves from the detectives.
• Cool setting, a mysterious artificial lake in the remote Wilderness Park.
• Max Held’s books sold a total of 26,000 copies so far.
Caspar – who is a keen natural scientist – receives a sample of shiny earth through
the post. His interest is immediately aroused. Together with his best friend Bob
and the rather strange scientist Doc, he sets out to investigate. Can the three of
them find out what this shiny substance has to do with the gigantic creature which
is causing havoc in the artificial lake in Wilderness Park? The boys find themselves
trying to solve a huge mystery, but they are running out of time: if the monster
should leave the lake, then the whole of Los Angeles will be in mortal danger.
Adventure, 10+: THE EXTRAORDINARY CASES OF FLORENTINE BLIX (1). SOFT
TOYS AT THE CRIME SCENE by A. Pantermüller, illustr: by D. Kohl (ISBN 60578,
240 p.)
• Humour mixed with crime: super entertainment from the successful MY LIFE AS
LOTTA DUO.
• Monk meets Lotta and a whole bunch of lively ghosts.
• The MY LIFE AS LOTTA series sold a total of 4.8 million copies so far.
Florentine is different from everyone else, and she knows it. Although she’s
clever and in many matters knows more than her fellow humans, she generally
doesn’t understand other people and finds it difficult to integrate with them. She
can’t lie, and rules and regulations help her to feel secure. What Florentine loves
are criminal cases. Ever since the incident of the ladybird in the nursery school,
she has known that she will one day end up as a detective, solving murders. She
has already compiled files on her “cases”, even though not one of them was
actually a proper crime. The day when this changes marks the beginning of
Florentine’s “extraordinary cases”.
Comedy, 9+: JOLLY AND ME (1). THE DAY A PENGUIN MOVED IN WITH US by Katja
Frixe, illustrated by Stefanie Jeschke (ISBN 60630, 184 pages)
• Penguin Jolly: a lovable mischief-maker with a heart of gold.
• Top quality family entertainment with a lovable penguin – a much loved species
in current children’s literature.
• Katja Frixe’s books sold a total of 15,000.
“Why are you so jumpy? Everybody else thinks I’m sweet!” With a lazy flick of his
flipper, the penguin raised his sunglasses. Then he stretched his flipper out to me.
“I’m Jolly, and who are you?”
Thea can hardly believe her eyes when she suddenly finds a penguin in her garden.
And then to cap it all, he also talks! From this moment on, penguin Jolly brings
sheer chaos into the lives of Thea’s family. However, Jolly and Thea soon become
the closest of friends, and they join together in turning the world upside down. But
how much chaos can any family put up with? And can Jolly really stay with them?
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Children’s Books SEQUELS Spring 2022
Picture Book, 3+: THE ENCHANTING THREE (2). HOCUS-POCUS, THE QUARREL’S
OVER! written and illustrated by Stefanie Dahle (ISBN 71806, 32 pages)
• The long and longingly awaited sequel, funny and enchanting.
• Rights sold to BG, DK, EE, FI, HU, RU.
• Stefanie Dahle’s books sold a total of 1.4 million copies.
The air is thick in the Enchanted Forest. Fips, the rabbit, is being far too free with
his magic wand, and Poki the skunk doesn’t like it one little bit. The two of them
argue about which of them found the mysterious letter in a bottle that had been
sent by the little witch. She is being held prisoner inside Dragon’s Hill and urgently
needs their help. In the end, the three friends get together again, because together
they are magically strong!
Fantasy, 8+: SCHOOL OF WONDROUS THINGS (2). ABRACADUMBRELLA! by Kira
Gembri, illustrated by Marta Kissi (ISBN 60575, 200 pages)
• Kira Gembri’s truly wonderful children’s series continues!
• Rights sold to RU.
• Kira Gembri’s books sold a total of 90,000 copies so far.
Tilly and her wondermates have a big job to do: they are to create their own first
wonderthing! But they have hardly begun when suddenly a wonderthief arrives in
Borington. And he has his eye on Pip’s invisibility cloak. Together with her friends,
Tilly and her magic candelabra Lux have to go to the neighbouring town in order
to catch the thief. But unfortunately they have to rely on a totally weird flying
machine!

Animal Adventure, 9+: CHILLY WOOF (2). CHAOS WITH A WOOF by Sabine Zett,
illustrated by Barbara Fisinger and Miriam Wasmus (ISBN 60605, 168 pages)
• Another hit from the successful team: best-selling author and ambassador for
reading Sabine Zett and her hero, the Internet star Chilly Woof.
• Sabine Zett’s books sold a total of 42,000 copies so far.
After her success as an Internet star, Chilly Woof’s life becomes even more
exciting: she is allowed to accompany her human children to school! Not only that,
but she makes such a good impression on the teachers that they consider creating
a post for an official school dog. Every day it must be read to and regularly stroked.
The mixed-breed Chilly Woof rather likes the idea. But then, unexpectedly, there
is competition – from the Pharaoh Hound Apollo. Just because this Apollo can do
a few tricks, and also has followers on the Internet, his young master proposes that
he should be appointed school dog. Woof woof!
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Adventure, 8+: THE BAREFOOT CREW AND THEIR JOURNEY OVER THE
MOUNTAINS by J. Steinleitner, illustr. by D. Kohl (ISBN 60622, 176 pages)
• Atmospheric descriptions of nature transport us to a place we could only dream
of.
• Rights sold to RU, German audio book rights sold.
• Jörg Steinleitner’s books sold a total of 30,000 so far.
The Barefoot Crew have just had a superb summer when suddenly they’re
confronted by a problem: the newest member Taio has to leave them. This is in no
way acceptable to the rest of the crew. And so Corvin, Tanne, Ben and Kiki decide
there and then to cross all the mountains with Taio. They will cycle together as far
as Italy. During their adventurous journey, an inquisitive detective-cumgrandmother comes sniffing after them, they run away from a whistling forester,
and finally they are chased by a police helicopter. Will the crew still manage to
reach their destination?
Horses, 9+: PONY JAMIE – SIMPLY HEROIC! (2). SPECIAL AGENT 00CARROT
INVESTIGATES by Jana Hoch, illustrated by Clara Vath (ISBN 60628, 160 pages)
• New adventure for the greatest human whisperer of all time – Pony Jamie is back!
• Jamie and his pony crew are on the trail of a gang of thieves.
• Jana Hoch’s books have sold a total of 65,000 copies.
Great excitement in the paddock! There are rumours about break-ins in the area,
and now Macho, the leader of the herd, has disappeared. Jamie, Fanny and the
other horses are worried: where could their leader have gone? Or did he gallop
straight into the hands of the thieves? Jamie reckons this is a case for the pony
detectives. Together with his friends, he sets out to rescue Macho and to capture
the two-legged villains.

Fairies, 7/8+: MAXI OF PHLIP (3). FAIRY ALARM! by Anna Ruhe, illustrated by Max
Meinzold (ISBN 71582, 112 pages)
• A fabulous new adventure with the unique wish fairy.
• Rights of the series sold to BE/NL, BG, RU, UA, German audio book rights sold.
• The series sold a total of 30,000 copies.
Oh for seven’s sake! Maxi of Philip and Paula receive a visit from the fairy world.
Suddenly they’re confronted by seven extremely demanding wish fairies – pushy
little things who think they know it all. However, they’re hiding the fact that they
have been forbidden to enter the human world. Then the senior fairies start to
suspect that Maxi herself is responsible for all the chaos! The only hope now is for
Maxi and Paula to travel to the fairy world and sort everything out.
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Comedy, 6/7+: I’M A BOOK, SO UNWRAP ME, QUICK! (2) by Katja Frixe,
illustrated by Tine Schulz (ISBN 71683, 160 pages)
• Mischief-making book versus reluctant reader – the book will be the winner!
• Rights sold to RU.
• The first volume sold a total of a total of 15,000 copies.
Oh, this book! It may pretend not to look special, and may even be disguised as a
present. But watch out! The moment it’s been unwrapped, it’ll turn the world
upside down: making mischief at the breakfast table, causing uproar on the
bookshelf (the very big book has been offended ever since), and there’s even a
spider that can’t stop reading it! In the middle of all this is Emma. She’s new to the
class, and in fact she doesn’t really like going to school. But the book is not only
mischievous – it’s also helpful.

Adventure, 7+: SNÖFRID (5). A WILD AND WONDERFUL FLIGHT IN AN AIRSHIP
written and illustrated by Andreas H. Schmachtl (ISBN 71845, 128 pages)
• Adventurous from start to finish; the fifth Snöfrid volume for children who can
read by themselves.
• Sold to FI, RO, RU, VN, UA, German audio book rights sold.
• The series sold a total of 280,000 copies so far.
Snöfrid is pretty surprised when one morning the sheep from all over the northern
slope turn up outside his home. They ask the heroic Saviour of the North to help
them. Runkord, their shepherd, has disappeared without a trace, and it’s already
past the time when they should have moved to the summer pastures. In search of
the age-old traditional path, Snöfrid and Björn get the surprise of their lives. And
it’s not just because of their truly adventurous flight in an airship.

Unicorn, 4+: LITTLE UNICORN FINYA BRIGHTSTAR (2). READ-ALOUD STORIES
ABOUT THE BEST OF FRIENDS by Mila Berg, illustrated by Marina Krämer (ISBN
71783, 96 pages)
• The second read-aloud book with the popular, best-selling character.
• Sold to BG, DK, EE, FI, LT, RU, UA and German audio book rights sold.
• The series sold a total of 110,000.
A rain dance to drive away a bad mood. A flower festival in which all the inhabitants
of the Wishing Wood sing together. And a trip to the creepy moor, though it’s not
nearly as scary as expected. And you can be sure that no one will get bored if the
little unicorn Finya Brightstar is there, too. Goblin girl Trixie and Kalle the bat –
Finya’s best friends – know that. Together, the three of them can simply deal with
anything.
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Middle Grade SEQUELS Spring 2022
Fantasy, 10+: THE MAGICAL PHARMACY. THE SECRET BOOK OF PERFUMES by
Anna Ruhe, illustrated. by Claudia Carls (ISBN 60661, 104 pages)
• Must-have for all existing fans of THE MAGICAL PHARMACY.
• Sold to BE/NL, BG, CZ, DK, FI, GR, HU, LT, RO, RU, SK, UA and German audio
book rights sold.
• The series sold a total of 490,000 copies so far.
With this book, anyone can become a magical pharmacist! Luzie, Mats and their
friends will give you personal tuition! The history of perfume, botany,
aromatherapy and many other subjects related to scents lies waiting for you. With
genuine recipes, arts and crafts projects, and all kinds of additional information
stemming from the highly successful series “The Magical Pharmacy” you will have
all you need to become a top-class magical pharmacist. With exclusive, previously
unpublished material.
Fantasy/Shapeshifter, 10+: SEAWALKERS (6). THROUGH THE EYES OF THE
PYTHON by Katja Brandis, illustrated by Claudia Carls (ISBN 60530, 368 pages)
• The great SEAWALKERS finale by best-selling author Katja Brandis.
• Sold to BE/NL, DK, PRC, RU, SE and German audio book rights sold.
• The WALKERS series sold a total of 1.5 million copies.
Class trip to California! Shark shapeshifter Tiago, dolphin girl Shari and their friends
are having a wonderful time at the shapeshifting school Redcliff High – until on a
visit to San Francisco they are overtaken by events. They have been targeted by
criminal animal smugglers. Tiago realizes that he has been drawn into a battle with
powerful environmental gangsters, and his arch enemy, the python shapeshifter
Lydia Lennox, is also involved. Not only Tiago himself but everyone at Blue Reef
High is now in the greatest danger.

Fantasy/Magic, 10+: THE CANDY GUILD (3). DAS LETZTE BÜNDNIS by Tanja
Voosen, illustrated by Viktoria Gavrilenko (ISBN 60657, 320 pages)
• The great finale full of sugar and magic.
• Favourite of the fans: awarded the Lovelybooks Reader’s Prize.
• Rights sold to BE/NL, RU and German audio book rights sold.
• The series sold a total of 40,000 copies.
As a guardian, Elina is part of the magical world of the candy crafters. But in
company with Charlie and Robin, she finds that guarding the secret of the magic is
not as simple as she’d imagined. Because the world of candy crafters and humans
is still in danger: The Elsewhere Society is hunting for Madame Picot’s long-lost
chronicle – a weapon even more powerful than the magic itself. Suddenly Elina and
her friends find themselves in the midst of a situation which will decide the fate of
both the ordinary and the magic world.
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YA STAND ALONES Spring 2022
Fantasy/Shapeshifter, 12+: THE JAGUAR GODDESS by Katja Brandis (ISBN 60585,
400 pages)
• Katja Brandis’ world of shapeshifters in young adult fiction: epic, gripping,
highly emotional. Bestseller material by the champion of the fantasy world.
• Powerful themes, great love story, breathtaking settings.
• Her books sold a total of 1.6 million copies.
In the jungle kingdom of Elámon, shapeshifters are worshipped like deities. One
of them is the young jaguar shapeshifter Kitana, who lives a carefree life with her
family in the temple. Until the day when the high priest hatches a plot that
destroys Kitana’s idyllic world and forces her to seek help from the darkest
depths of the jungle. Driven further and further into a corner, Kitana asks for help
from a pack of panther shapeshifters who live in a remote area of the jungle and
are very suspicious of jaguars as well as humans. When she meets the wild and
unpredictable panther boy Ecco, everything changes for Kitana.

Science Fiction, 12+: COUNTDOWN. THE LAST RESISTANCE by Thomas Thiemeyer
(ISBN 60446, 400 pages)
• Two families in the margins of society become humankind’s last hope.
• The new book by adventurer and best-selling author Thomas Thiemeyer –
relentless, gripping and action-packed.
• Thomas Thiemeyer’s books sold a total of 130,000 copies.
Humankind is on the verge of destruction: finite resources, a broken-down
infrastructure, and a devious government. A power cut throws the whole world
into chaos. The inescapable conditions caused by inadequate resources and
overcrowded towns force Lena and her family to seek refuge in a settlement for
dropouts. Here she meets her old classmate Ben. When the two of them find out
that the power cut was only the start of a much bigger plan, they have to make a
decision: should they stay in the safety of the settlement, or embark on the difficult
and dangerous task of saving humankind.
Romance, 14+: SYDNEY LOVE. THE WORLD BETWEEN ME AND YESTERDAY by
Antje Herden (ISBN 60571, 320 pages)
• A flight to Sydney, a journey into the self, and a firework display of emotions.
• The choice between two boys shows Charly that the greatest freedom is the
ability to renounce freedom and yet to gain by doing so.
• Antje Herden is on top form with this book for young adults: likeable characters
and a powerful female narrative voice, with a touch of true profundity.
Charly only wants to get away from the gilded cage of life with her parents. And so
she buys a ticket to Australia and gets herself a job – but no sooner has she arrived
than a skater steals all her savings. All the same, she is absolutely determined to
be happy, even without money: in the park with the guitarist, or on trips with Atlas,
the boy with special needs that she looks after. Even with the charming Will, who
epitomizes the old world she hates so much, she feels at ease. However, when she
falls in love with the park busker Josh, while at the same time Will promises her a
glittering future, she realizes that happiness has many different facets.
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NEW YA SERIES & SEQUELS Spring 2022
Adventure, 12+: DOLPHINTEAM (1). DIVING TO ADVENTURE by Katja Brandis
(ISBN 51242, 252 pages)
• The friendship between human and dolphin: only the sea and its secrets are
mightier.
• A realistic version of SEAWALKERS for older teenagers.
• Katja Brandis’s books sold a total of 1.6 million copies.
Sandra can think of nothing more boring than training to work in a bank. And so
she immediately seizes the opportunity when offered a job as a diver in a Florida
dolphin team. Far away from Germany, Sandra – together with her dolphin partner
Caruso – gets to know the new environment, learns the common language, and
prepares to carry out her work in the sea. But on her very first mission with Caruso,
she finds herself in danger: the salvage ship Antares is searching for the silver cargo
of a sunken Spanish galleon, but a much bigger problem than the search is the
strange behaviour of the people on board the ship. By the time she finds out the
cause, it’s almost too late.
Urban Fantasy, 14+: CIRCLES OF FATE (3). by Marion Meister (ISBN 60593, 240
pages)
• The continuation of the brilliant urban fantasy series set in modern London.
• No one can escape from fate. But should you die in order to fulfil your fate?
• Marion Meister’s books have sold a total of 25,000 copies.
Lita has made one line of the prophecy come true: She has brought death to the
living and thus set in motion the end of the world. More and more people
disappear. The thread of their respective fates has been cut and only their
shadows remain in the streets of London.

Urban Fantasy, 14+: CIRCLES OF FATE (4). by Marion Meister (ISBN 60594, 252
pages)
• The nerve-jangling finale to our fantasy mini-series.
• Magical, gripping and tragically romantic.
• Vol. 3 to be published in January 2022, vol. 4 to be published in March 2022.
The threads of fate are falling apart, and the Tree of Fate has been poisoned.
With its death, humans also die, and a rebirth is needed – as quickly as possible!
Very few are able to divert the end: Lita travels with Zara, Rukar and Tegan into
the world of beyond. They must break the curse which has affected the threads
of fate and plant a new Tree of Fate. However, this exposes Zara to deadly
danger, and Tegan is not showing all her hand, because for her the end of the
threads of fate is too attractive a prospect. Lita is prepared to give everything for
a new beginning. And by the time Rukar realizes the sacrifice she will make, it is
already too late.
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NON-FICTION Hotlist Spring 2022
Health, 7+: WHAT BIRDS AND BEES WON’T TELL YOU. BUT THIS BOOK EXPLAINS
IT ALL by Dr Matthias von Bornstädt, illustrated by Timo Grubing (ISBN 71814,
48 pages)
• In a language suitable for children, a specialist explains how babies are made.
• Creates a natural relationship between the children and their bodies.
• The author’s books sold a total of 75,000 copies.
Surprise: Mummy is pregnant and the whole family shares in the excitement. It’s
good that she can explain everything so clearly: how does a new human being
emerge from an egg cell and a sperm cell? How does the baby get into the
stomach? And how does it come out into the world? This book handles one of the
basic subjects of life in a sensitive and straightforward. More than just sex
education, it’s an adventure crammed with knowledge!
Animals, 4+: A LITTLE STORK GROWS UP by Friederun Reichenstetter, illustr. by
Hans-Günther Döring (ISBN 71602, 40 pages)
• Accompany the stork to Africa, and to elephants, rhinos etc.
• Rights sold to BE/ NL, BG, CZ, DK, EE, LV, PL, PRC, RO, RU, TH.
• The ANIMALS IN THE WILD series sold a total of 530,000 copies.
A pair of storks have come together right in the middle of a village. Now they lay
their eggs and hatch them. Soon the little storks come creeping out of the shells,
one after another. It’s amazing how fast they grow and learn to fly! Late in the
summer, they leave for Africa. We go with them on a wonderful journey to the
wide world of the animals. There is so much to learn about the storks’ way of life
and how they behave. A fascinating non-fiction picture book with audio download.
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Co-Editions Delivery Autumn 2022
Board Book, 2+: MY GREAT ANIMAL BUSY PICTURE BOOK written and
illustrated by Hans Günther-Döring (ISBN 71347, 16 pages)
• Over 350 animals to be found and discovered.
• Rights sold to RU.
• Hans-Günther Döring’s Busy Picture books have sold over 40,000 copies so far!
There is so much to look for and discover in Hans-Günther Döring’s generous
illustrations rich in details! This busy picture book introduces more than 200
animals in their exciting natural habitats – from the forest to the field, from the
river and the sea, the prairie and rain forest to the Arctic Circle and the Antarctic.
And that turns this animal book into a really one-in-a-million search-for-details
fun!!
Board Book, 2+:MY GREAT BIG TRACING BOOK (6). WHERE IS THE LITTLE
LADYBIRD GOING? by Katharina Wieker (ISBN 71388, 10 pages)
• With movable sliding elements and tracks that can be traced.
• Rights of the series sold to CZ and LT.
• The series sold a total of 130,000 copies.
The little ladybird wants to go to kindergarten. So off he crawls: across meadows,
streams, gardens and woodland – all teeming with animals. He sees mice,
butterflies, rabbits, caterpillars, snails, birds and many other animals besides. Will
the little ladybird get to kindergarten on time? Little hands can help him find his
way.
Colouring Pad, 2+: ANIMALS FOR TRACING written and illustrated by HansGünther Döring (ISBN 71536/71537, 96 pages)
• With 24 coloured sheets of high-quality transparent paper for tracing and
creating.
• Rights available worldwide.
• The series sold a total of 13,000 copies so far.
These beautifully designed colouring books contain much-loved woodland images
as well as 24 sheets of high-quality transparent coloured paper for tracing and
creative design. Drawing animals has never been so easy. The pictures are supereasy to remove afterwards and make perfect window decorations!
Picture Book, 3+: THE STRAWBERRY FAIRY. SUNNY SIDE UP written and illustr. by
Stefanie Dahle (ISBN 09999, 32 pages)
• The first picture book featuring the Strawberry Fairy.
• Rights of the series sold to: BG, CZ, DK, EE, English (world), ES (LA), FI, GR, HU, IL,
LT, LV, NO, PRC, RO, RU, SI, UA, ZA, German audio book rights.
• The series sold over 1 million copies so far!
The Strawberry Fairy is back – with a very special picture book adventure: the little
Strawberry Fairy has to move because her strawberry field has been flooded by a
rain storm. But fortunately, her friends help her find a wonderful new home for
herself and her strawberry

Would you like to receive our co-edition updates with many more titles?
If yes, just send a short email to bianca.kuchenbrod@arena-verlag.de. Thank you!
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